
EASE INTO THE NEXT 
GENERATION OF TENSIONING

SUPERBOLT NXT SERIES





THE EASIEST 
AND MOST 
ADVANCED 
MJTS ON 
THE MARKET
Technological advancements are meant to make our 
lives easier – and tensioning is no exception. As the 
original inventor of the game-changing multi-jackbolt 
tensioner (MJT), Superbolt and Nord-Lock Group 
have once again changed the game with the NXT 
Series, a multi-jackbolt tensioner that's been 
redesigned and re-engineered with a host of 
remarkable new features.



GRIP
New knurling offers a sturdy, 

no-slip grip, even in frigid 
temperatures or while 

wearing gloves, minimizing 
dropping and damage. 

INSTALL
Up to 30% faster to 

install, thanks to fewer 
and stronger jackbolts.

MAINTAIN
Black oxidation coating 

protects against corrosion 
and the elements.

CHECK
Laser marked guides take the 

guesswork out of the NXT’s 
proper tightening order, and 
the QR code leads you to a 

wealth of support resources.

Easy to





Tightening large 
bolts has never 
been easier.
From the beginning, our goal was to listen to our 
customers' challenges and make it easier for them to 
tighten large bolts with multi-jackbolt tensioning. With 
Superbolt NXT, you can now achieve the same preload with 
fewer jackbolts — making NXT faster and safer to install.

NXT can replace any  
hex nut or round nut 
It’s easy to switch from hex nuts to 
NXT tensioners, offering you all of 
the advantages of this technology. 

High accuracy
We designed the NXT to be extremely 
accurate, with a preload range of +/- 10%.

Superbolt Tool-compatible 
The new NXT is compatible with our 
Red Dot™ award-winning Superbolt Tool, 
adding even more ease to installation 
and removal.

Comprehensive size range
NXT tensioners are available  
in sizes M30-M100



Since 1984, the year that Superbolt invented the 
MJT, we have learned volumes about how to keep 
improving our products — through our own 
research & development, as well as our thousands 
of customer interactions. 

This culminated in a complete review of our 
existing MJTs, where we analyzed every feature 
and detailed how it benefited our customers. 

After that, we explored how to maximize those 
benefits, often redesigning, re-engineering, and re-
thinking the norms — ultimately paving the way to 
the next generation of MJTs.

All of these efforts are to your benefit, as you 
now have access to the Superbolt NXT Series: 
the most advanced, innovative, and easy-to-use 
MJTs on the market.
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BOLTING AND 
ENGINEERED 
SOLUTIONS
Nord-Lock Group specializes in bolting, design and engineering solutions. 
Our technologies include Nord-Lock wedge-locking washers that prevent 
bolt loosening, Superbolt multi-jackbolt tensioners (MJTs) that tighten 
large bolts safely and accurately, Boltight hydraulic tensioners that 
tighten and loosen multiple bolts simultaneously and Expander System 
pivot pins that prevent lug wear.

Along with our technologies, we provide services that focus on life cycle 
profitability, design and production, training and installation support.


